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Abstract 
 Data Mining(DM)  characterize the process to find small set of precious nuggets from a great 

deal of raw materials DM involves an integration of techniques from multiple disciplines such as Data 

Base ,DataWarehouse technology, Statistics, Machine learning, High-Performance, Neural network, 

Data visualization information retrieval, image and signal processing, Spatial or temporal data 

analysis. Using Spatial Data Analysis, business people can locate their customers on a map; see who is 

closest to them and to their competitors, and where they should put their next location. Business 

Intelligence (BI) is used for competitive intelligence. The paper is focused to use spatial data in BI 

Tool to compose an efficient and quick decision based of proper information at the right time utilized 

for performance management analytics and predictive analytics. Spatial Data extracted from Social 

Network is used to identify Nth user with proposed Improved Single Linkage Hierarchical Clustering 

(ISLHC) algorithm. Product details are suggested for the nearest latitude and longitude of Tweet users 

by introducing KNG algorithm. Prediction Analysis are invoked with BI Tool - R Programming 

Language, to predict the recommended products based on location. Finally results are verified based 

on number of records with execution time and Memory utilization. 

Keywords: DataMining, Business Intelligence, Spatial Data Analysis, Social Network,Prediction 

Analysis. 

1.Introduction 

Marketing researchers believe that social media analytics presents a unique opportunity for 

businesses to treat the market as a “Exchange” between businesses and customers instead of the 

conventional business-to-customer, one-way “marketing” (Lusch et al. 2010).  To take a fast decision 

for the betterment of Business Intelligence (BI) systems is to capture various data, information, 
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knowledge and respond to expected business events . BI Comprises the strategies and technologies 

used by enterprise for data analysis of Business information.BI uses technology to collect and inspect 

data, translate it into useful information. The modern description of BI focuses on technology a way to 

make decisions efficiently, quickly based on the accurate information at the right time. Using the 

technology of Geographic Information System (GIS) and BI helps businesses people to operate and 

improve productivity of the companies. At the same time company’s databases with more 

sophisticated GIS hardware and software trace employees, assets and to collect and interpret data in 

real time to compose knowledgeable decisions. Geospatial information that allows companies to make 

better decisions.BI Technologies is  integrated into commercial  enterprise IT systems, future  systems 

will require  the integration of mature and scalable techniques in text mining  i.e., information 

extraction, topic identification, opinion mining,  web mining, social network analysis, and spatial-

temporal analysis with existing  Data Warehouse systems. We like to clarify that BI is not a single 

application, a series of mechanism that interact at the rear of electronic data, assemble it, examine it 

and exhibit it in a form that is easy to work . One among the components is: A DataBase(DB),which is 

a structured set of data which can be accessible in various ways . Using DB we can Extract, Transform 

and Load data using analytic tools.  

Social media analysis is a social media mining technique that involves constructing systems to 

collect and analyze opinions about different products that appear in blog posts, comments, reviews or 

tweets. People share the exact location and time of their check-ins and are influenced by their friends. 

The advances in location-acquisition techniques and the proliferation of mobile devices have 

generated an enormous amount of spatial and temporal data of user’s activities. People can upload a 

geo-tagged video, photo or text to social networks like Facebook and Twitter. Attention towards 

Human activity can be scrutinized using social media data Twitter. 

The focus of this paper is to discuss about support of BI tool in spatial data which are 

associated technology that has a geographic or location component – such as coordinates, address, city 

or postal code. Spatial analysis involves gathering, displaying, and manipulating geographic data, 

historical info, and so on.  Combine spatial data with Business Intelligence, result is improved decision 

making which can lead to new revenue opportunities, improved cost visibility, and better risk 

management. Prediction analysis is combined with BI tools to recommend the most suggested product 

through social network. The work is splitted in three phases. In the first phase Nth user is identified 
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using spatial data with Hierarchical clustering algorithm. Product details are suggested for the nearest 

latitude and longitude of Tweet users by introducing KNG algorithm is preceded as second phase. 

Using the results of first two phases Prediction analysis is utilized in third phase using BI tool to 

highlight the most recommended product    

2.Related Works 
K.Sangeetha,T.Poongothai,S.Anguraj,S.Nithya Kalyani(2018), Discuss about BigData 

Analytics for Ecommerce through Big Data[9] available in Internet firms 

Google,Amazon,Facebook,Twitter. Customer interaction are increased by the usage of 

Facebook,Twitter,blog etc. The unstructured data are available through social media can lead to detect 

trends and associations. 

 Fionn Murtagh, PedroContreras (2017), Scrutinized history of Hierarchical clustering 

algorithm. Concentrated towards various forms of agglomerative hierarchical clustering. Summarized 

various hierarchical clustering techniques to utilize for various types of data set like Random 

sampling, Data condensation, Grid based and so on. To analyze data, gather data from various spatial 

based on its similarity distance metrics are applied. In regard to this distance metrics between vector 

its calculation, procedure are discussed. Among various types of data set dedicated their work towards 

grid based approach to identify clusters using different forms of Hierarchical clustering. 

 Ali Zarezade, Sina Jafarzadeh, and Hamid R. Rabiee (2017), predict the future behavior of 

users, controlling the users’ movements in SN using spatio-temporal behavior. Proposed a 

probabilistic spatio-temporal model to extract the users check-in based on location using Social 

network. Model parameters are identified using Proposed Bayesian inference algorithm based on EM 

algorithm. Prediction accuracy of check-in time compare with history of user’s check-in time in SN 

are evaluated using proposed model. It is concluded that prediction of user’s future check-in behavior 

is evaluated using proposed model in curate foursquare check-in datasets. 

 M. Gangappa, C. Kiran Mai, P. Sammulal (2017) Reviewed various Machine Learning (ML) 

algorithm by utilizing Spatial Data. Summarized the existing techniques to analyze SPDA. Listed 

various research challenges to analyze SPD using ML algorithm. Focused the research in Spatial data 

extraction to proceed with knowledge extraction from noisy and unstructured data which are stored in 

Spatial database. Rough set ,ML technique used in incomplete and inconsistent information system for 
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accuracy and efficiency. Statistical approach under ML is Predictive modeling, analyze the 

heterogeneous data for past, present knowledge and proceed to future event prediction. 

Farman Ullah and Sungchang Lee (2016) proposed a social content recommendation method based 

on spatial-temporal aware controlled information diffusion modeling in OSNs. Users interact more 

frequently when they are close to each other geographically, have similar behaviors, and fall into 

similar demographic categories. Multicriteria-based social ties relationship and temporal-aware 

probabilistic information diffusion are proposed modeling for controlled information spread 

maximization in OSNs. The proposed social ties relationship modeling takes into account user spatial 

information, content trust, opinion similarity, and demographics. A ranking algorithm is used that 

considers the user ties strength with friends and friends-of-friends to rank users in OSNs and select 

highly influential injection nodes. These nodes are able to improve social content recommendations, 

minimize information diffusion time, and maximize information spread. Furthermore, the proposed 

temporal-aware probabilistic diffusion process categorizes the nodes and diffuses the recommended 

content to only those users who are highly influential and can enhance information dissemination. The 

experimental results show the effectiveness of the proposed scheme[3]. 

 WenhaoYu (2016) Spatial co-location pattern are described for spatial data analysis to use in 

Spatial neighborhood object. Summarized the definition of Network, Edge, Network object, Network 

distance, Edge distance to use for data model in network space, apply in Spatial co-location pattern 

mining. Proposed Edge-based Neighbors Searching (ENS) and Edge Expansion (EE) algorithm to 

evaluate in real time dataset to investigate the restriction of network structure in co-location mining. 

Neighborhood distance are estimated using k NearestNeighbor (kNN). Improved the performance by 

reducing the iterative times of network expansion. Proposed work have an analysis of human activity 

in road network organization related to social and economic phenomena. 

Marius Kaminskas et al (2015) adopt an item-centric approach, by establishing a degree of 

relatedness between any two products in a retailer’s product catalog. We identify two techniques for 

computing item relatedness – one based on textual descriptions of products, and the other based on 

product co-occurrence in shoppers’ browsing histories. The proposed recommender is based on a 

combination of the two techniques. Being able to compute a relatedness score for any pair of products 

allows us to implement a service which provides product recommendations when a user is viewing a 

product web page. The viewed product acts as a ‘seed’ or ‘query’ for recommending the top-N most 
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related products from the catalog, which can be displayed in a recommendation panel on the product 

page[2]. 

P.Prabhu and N.Anbazhagan (2014) ,Proposed Hybrid algorithm for business intelligence [8] 

recommender system based on knowledge of users and frequent items.Identifies nearest neighbor for 

active users and generates recommendations by finding most frequent items from identified cluster of 

users. 

Williams et al (2013), proposed the analysis of Twitter data [4] has received much attention 

from the academic community largely because of their ready availability. Most research has focused 

on the content of Tweet messages and the characteristics of Twitter users, and Twitter has become a 

popular data source for opinion mining and trend tracking. 

3. Need for BI 
In present situation, companies need to deploy informational applications rapidly, and provide 

business users with easy and fast access to business information that reflects the rapidly changing 

business environment. BI systems are focused towards end-user information access and delivery, and 

provide packaged business solutions in addition to supporting the sophisticated information 

technologies required for the processing of today’s business information. Business users can cover 

business data on maps with detailed geographic information, like topography and satellite imagery. 

These maps of different types of data, enabling business users to visualize information in various 

ways, to highlight statistically significant geographic areas through the usage of their products. 

Geospatial analysis can combine GIS data from imagery, GPS, satellite photographs, historical info, 

with data from sensors, assets, and the Internet of Things with business data from operations, 

customers, finance, and marketing. Spatial data has the ability to visualize business objects on maps to 

improving efficiency, beater location awareness across business processes and effective decision 

making for long term. At the same time Companies can track when devices enter, leave, or stay in 

defined regions. Using Spatial Analysis, business people can locate their customers on a map, see who 

is closest to them and to their competitors, and where they should put their next location. Retail stores 

are already providing apps for their customers to download. While the customer’s browse for a store, 

the app can sense where they are and trigger real time offers. Spatial Analytics makes gaining insights 
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from analytics easier and more intuitive. Work in this paper utilize data set from Social media 

applying spatial analysis along with BI tools. 

 

4. Methodology 
 Social Media Data collection framework is used to obtain individual specific data. Finding 

out who is related to who on a large scale is a complex problem. Such data may be mined to reveal 

associations between these individuals. In present scenario Social Media Data act as warehouse for 

many business people to predict the need of user by reviewing individual information or cluster of 

users. Social Media analysis is a social media mining technique that involves constructing systems to 

collect and analyze opinions about different products that appear in blog posts, comments, reviews or 

tweets in this focus Research started to proceed by analyzing spatial data available in social media in 

unstructured format. Using Spatial Data Analysis, business people can locate their customers on a 

map; see who is closest to them and to their competitors, and where they should put their next 

location. Business Intelligence (BI) is used for competitive intelligence.  

 Collection of individual profile is used to exploit the relationship between individual and 

cluster of user of individual based on “likeness” and “interest”. The work is focused on data having 

space and time elements, such as logs of people’s movement over various locations or of their Internet 

activities at various cyber locations. Collection of individual profile is used to exploit the relationship 

between multiple users based on ‘likeness’ , ‘interest’ individual opinion cluster of users are identified. 

From the cluster users Nth friend of individual based on ‘likeness’ and ‘interest’. Nth friend can be 

found using neighborhood based concept using spatial data with the support of proposed  Improved 

Single Linkage Hierarchical Clustering (ISLHC) algorithm. 

The patterns of mobility in Spatio-Temporal data, concerning speeds and sequence of locations 

traversed, may be used in mining social networks. The process is proceeded by introducing K-Nearest 

point Group (KNG) algorithm using KNearestNeighbour with Euclidean distance. The relationship 

between user’s and Products based on most recommended i.e Branded items. Overall process is to 

understand the influencing customer behavior through meaningful communications in order to 

improve customer acquisition, customer retention, customer loyalty, and customer profitability” to 

promote the Business. Fig 4.1 describe the overview of the process. 
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Fig 4.1 Overview Process 

 SMA influence the Business people to follow the clustered users to recognize the importance 

of influence product and analyze information in various aspects. The relationship between user’s and 

Products based on most recommended i.e Branded items, is acknowledged using Prediction Analysis 

procedure in BI tool. Categorizing independent variable, dependent variable to proceed for highly 

recommended product based on Location, Mutual friends on specific location. Overall process is to 

understand how business people can take decision on specific product through customer influence, 

opinion through SM as meaningful communications. 

 
5. Identification of Nth Friend 

 The social media data are increasingly recognized as different sources to public 

approach examination [5].The social media have the advantages that the volume of available data that 

are time-stamped and exactly placed frequently. Twitter could potentially provide a valuable source of 

social data. The Researchers, Business seek human activities[6] through geo-tagged  social media data 

as alternative data .The mined processes of these data are can be done to produce planners, marketers 

and researchers with beneficial instruction and also it is about enterprises and assessment beyond time 

and space. Twitter offers a public Application Programming Interface (API) that enables any one to 
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request a sample of Tweets according to particular search criteria. Crucially in the context of 

geographical analysis, this API provides the location of where the Tweet was sent if a user has 

consented to revealing such information. 

The study of information collected from social network is a point-of-interest,[7] which is a 

specific point location that a considerable group of people find useful or similar interest. The proposed 

work is used to explore the Human Activity Behavior, profiling and their interestingness. Twitter4J is 

used to obtain an individual specific data. Collection of individual profile is used to exploit the 

relationship between individuals. Nth friend of individual can be found based on “likeness” and 

“interest” using neighborhood based concept.  Collected user data from twitter which are use to find 

similar users using spatial data mining. Using spatial data in Improved Single Linkage Hierarchical 

Clustering (ISLHC) is use to identify similar users, using location, favorites, mutual friends data. The 

similarity between two vectors of an inner product space use to measures the cosine of the angle 

between them. Angular distance metric can then be used to compute a similarity function bounded 

between 0 and 1. Overlap similarity is used comparing two locations, where location is represented in 

string. Damerau–Levenshte in distance use to calculate location distance between two users. It is a 

distance (string metric) between two strings that it consists of finite sequence of symbols, specified by 

counting the minimum number of operations required to change on a string into the other string. For 

each group of users Mean is calculated. Minimum value in Mean calculation are similar friends are 

reflected as clustered users using Hierarchical clustering algorithm. Usually non spatial data are used 

for regular purpose.    

 
Fig 5.1: The k similar friends, using ISLHC clustering algorithm.  

The Fig 5.1display how users detail are cluster by introducing to use spatial data in 

Hierarchical clustering algorithm process. Top N users are listed in clustered users. Among clustered 
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users Nth friend is identified based on likes, favor it list. Proposed method is implemented using Java 7 

and MYSQL 5 database.  

 

Fig 5.2: Performance Metrics Graph 

The performance and accuracy of the proposed method is evaluated in terms of precision, recall, F-

measure and accuracy values are represented in the Fig 5.2 . In experimental result, proposed method 

gives better result in terms of accuracy and computational time. 

6. Product suggestion through Social Network 

 Synthetic data set are prepared for product details is used along with dataset use to 

identified Nth friend. Similar friend are found using hierarchal clustering under phase one. Based on 

this information, the relationship between clustered the groups are discovered. The curiosity 

recommend by the user  suggest the friend in the friend list based on their interest rather than friend’s 

circle. Using Spatial Temporal Data(STD), recommend the product to particular classes of user with 

respect to time. KNearest pointGroup(KNG) algorithm is used in this work which has 

KNearestNeighbor with Euclidean distance that identify the product or points to the particular of user.  

 To recommend the Product suggestion to users on social sites using their social activities 

like location tag and time of the status update based on maximum weightage of probability score. 

Products are suggested based on nearest latitude and longitude of tweet user. Group of points nearest 

to ф from friendSeq is find and stored inNrGф. NrG contains all list of points nearest to all ф.  

Calculate probability of occurrence of each point from Unique points. Number of occurrence of point 

divide by total number of points. To recommend product use  preditedPoints extract status id 

(ф.statusid)from point and check it has mention. If it has mention can fetch the product directly from 
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products database or select product which is nearer to (ф.latitude, ф.longitude) point. Selected 

products add to suggested list for the user Uid. Products are suggested based on nearest latitude and 

longitude of tweet user.  

 

               Fig : 6.1. Product suggestion 

 Fig 6.1describe the Product suggestion to users on social sites is based on their social activities like 

location tag and time of the status update, based on maximum weightage of probability score.  

 

Fig 6.2: Performance Chart 

The performance and accuracy of the proposed method is evaluated in terms of precision, recall, F-

measure and accuracy values is viewed in Fig 6.2. 
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7. Most recommended Product Using Prediction Analysis with BI Tool 

 Understand the customer behavior ,their needs ,Competitors activities using Big data analytics  

increased by the usage of Google, Amazon, Facebook, Twitter, blog etc. which help to improve 

decision making in new era of Business[10]. Using Spatial Data Analysis, business people can locate 

their customers on a map, see who is closest to them and to their competitors, and where they should 

put their next location. Business Intelligence(BI) is sometimes used for competitive intelligence . BI 

uses technologies, processes, and applications to explore mostly internal, structured data and business 

processes whereas competitive  intelligence gather, analyze and disseminates information  with a 

topical focus on company competitor.   

In modern era the focus of BI toward a technology to compose a efficient and quick decision 

based of proper information at the right time. General functions of BI technologies are reporting, 

dashboards, scoreboards, online analytical processing (OLAP), data mining, process mining, business 

performance management analytics and predictive analytics. Decision making in Business 

environment using Hybrid algorithm to improve the BI [8]. BI Tools are, very versatile and provide lot 

of useful information concerning improved business’ performance. R Programming Language ‘is an 

open-source programming language and a software environment basically used for statistical 

computations . The enormous feature of R and just focus on simple BI case of extraction, 

transformation, loading and presentation.[15]  As per the first phase Nth user is identified using spatial 

data with proposed ISLHC algorithm. Product details are suggested for the nearest latitude and 

longitude of Tweet users by introducing KNG algorithm in second phase.  

Results of first two phase with users likes, favorite,product details are taken as data set for this 

phase. The enormous feature of R and just focus on simple BI case. MYSQL table can also use in R 

tool ,using Prediction analysis to categorize the product requirement based on the location which 

product is mostly recommended. Map the independent variable using Top N users list along with their 

location details and suggested list of products. Use Prediction Analysis to forecast an outcome based 

on likes of Mutual friends as Historical Data along with recommendation of product .This historical 

data are which is collected from tweet details of user to suggest a product. Prediction analysis use to 

predict the behavior of an user (Likes, Favorite ) which act as dependent variable  based on behavior 

of independent variable(Location,Product detail). MYSQL tables are converted to CSV file to utilize 
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in R tool to Predict the recommended list of products based  on the location, Mutual Friends. Fig 

7.1describe the most recommended product suggested by collective users in a specific location. 

 

                   Fig 7.1 Product recommendation based on Location 

 Results are verified based on number of records with execution time. 

 

Fig 7.2: Execution based on Time 

The above Fig 7.2, list out the Total time as 7.926975 sec.  Memory Used for 4500 Records with 

respective to Garbage collection. The relationship between user’s and Products based on most 

recommended i.e Branded items. Overall process is to understand the influencing customer behavior 

through meaningful  communications in order to improve customer acquisition, customer retention, 

customer loyalty, and customer profitability” to promote the Business towards Most Recommended 

using Spatial Data Analysis in proposed work. 

8. Conclusion 

  Social Media Network provides valuable information related to human behavior. Twitter has 

become a popular data source for opinion mining and trend mining. The Research work is focus 

towards Twitter data to find unique traits of interest, likeness across location ad also tweets among 
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multiple users. Top N users are listed based on likes, favorite based on proposed ISLHC algorithm. 

Each user recommend their interest to the other user(Mutual Friend) and suggest the friend in the 

friend list based on their interest rather than friend’s circle. Using spatial temporal data, recommend 

the product to particular classes of user with respect to time. KNG algorithm is used in this work 

which has KNearestNeighbor with Euclidean distance that identify the product or points to the 

particular of user Products are suggested based on nearest latitude and longitude of tweet user. Product 

suggestion to users on social sites is based on their social activities like location tag and time of the 

status update.  

  The performance and accuracy of the proposed method is evaluated  in terms of precision, 

recall, F-measure and accuracy values. BI systems support right to use to all forms of business 

information, and not just the information stored in a data warehouse. BI technique is used to classify 

the recommended product for the betterment of Business; Prediction analysis is used to discover the 

behavior of a user among dependent variable and   independent variable. As per the product 

recommended by specific user with Prediction analysis using in R tool Map the Top N users list along 

with their location details and suggested list of products. Prediction analysis is use to predict 

recommended product based on highly recommended product all the way through mutual friends as 

clustered users through Social Media. In the future, the work can focuses towards various criteria such 

as age wise, season based and types of user intended for recommendation of product. 
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